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The Three Cent Nickel was the product of a long chain of events be-
ginning with the outbreak of the Civil War.  On the eve of war, citizens 
were concerned about the uncertainty the conflict might cause.    Peo-
ple hoarded all circulating silver and gold including silver three cent 
coins.  With no circulating coinage available during the War, both the 
United States Government and private parties developed substitutes for 
the missing coins.  One response to the shortage was the introduction 
of Fractional Currency.  These paper notes were printed in several dif-
ferent denominations, including three cents.    These notes were used 
extensively and quickly wore out.  The Mint realized a need to replace 
the worn , dirty notes and missing silver coins.  The copper-nickel three 
cent piece debuted in 1865 as the first United States circulating coin to 

have a composition of 75 percent copper and 25 percent nickel.  The new coins 
were mostly intended to redeem the three cent notes and a large percentage of the 
mintage from 1865 to 1876 did that.  

By the mid 1870’s most of the three cent notes had been redeemed and mintages 
of the three cent coins dwindled.  Consumers also found that the three cent coins 
were unnecessary for the purchase of three cent stamps. Also, by 1877, silver coin-
age that had been so scarce in the previous fifteen years made a return to com-
merce.  There was now a wide variety of competing coinage to displace the Three 
Cent coins.  Production of three cent pieces remained small for the duration of 
the series (except 1881) until 1889.  In the years 1883 through 1885 demand for 
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circulating coins so small that proof production exceeded it.  Mint state coins for these three dates are rare 
and highly sought after.

The Three Cent Nickel design is simple and similar to many of the Liberty Head coins of the time.   The 
reverse has a roman numerals representing three inside a wreath.  Copper-Nickel alloys were still new to 
the United States Mint, so these coins often come poorly struck.  The poor strike is often most evident in 
the roman numerals, which are usually flat; sometimes almost blending into the field

Three Cent Nickels are collectable for several reasons.  The coins are historic as they played a significant 
role in mid-Nineteenth Century commerce.  They represent the U.S. Mint’s pioneering effort in producing 
copper nickel coinage.   Three cents now seems like an unusual denomination; so a collection of them 
makes an interesting conversation piece.  With only 25 dates in the series, it is a finite collection.  Many 
dates have low mintages and three dates are proof only issues.  This makes the collection challenging to 
assemble.  For those wishing to add additional challenge, there are some scarce overdate varieties, too such 
as the 1877/6 and 1878/7 Three Cent pieces.
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How to Collect Three Cent 
Nickels – Two Different Ways

1. The Basic Collection
The Three Cent Nickel series can be split into two separate groupings.  The 
1865 through 1876 Three Cent Nickels and the 1881 Three Cent Nickel are 
common dates.  All are easy to find and affordable.  Three Cent Nickels are 
attractive in all grades.  Extremely Fine to Almost Uncirculated specimens are 
the most appealing circulated grades.  Mint State coins are also readily avail-
able and affordable for these dates, too.  When selecting Three Cent Nickels to 
collect, look for coins that are well struck.  (Most are not, so it will be difficult 
to find them.)  Search for coins with superior hair detail and nearly full or full 
lines in the Roman I’s.  

The 1877 through 1889 Three Cent Nickels are markedly different from the earlier dates.  Demand for 
Three Cent pieces was largely satisfied, so few coins were issued.  The 1877 and 1878 Three Cent Nick-
els are rare proof-only issues.  The 1879 through 1885 Three Cent coins (except for 1881) are all  low 
mintage issues.  Through 1883, these coins are available, though  more expensive due to their low mint-
ages.  Circulated coins are often impaired proofs.  The dates 1884, 1885 and 1887 are all rare as business 
strikes.  True circulating coins or mint state pieces are very elusive and expensive.  Unfortunately, proof 
Three Cent Nickels from this era were not especially well made and are often mistaken for business 
strikes due to their lack of reflective surfaces and poorly defined details.  For collectors looking to pur-
chase strictly business strikes for these dates, it is important to buy PCGS or NGC certified coins to aid 
in verification of production method.  The 1886 Three Cent is another proof -only issue.  In 1887, the 
mint actually recycled an 1886 die to produce most of the year’s proof coins.  The result is the unusual 
1887 over 1886 Three Cent proof issue.  The series ends with the 1888 and 1889 Three Cent Nickels.  
Both of these dates are more common than the earlier 1880’s issues.  They are available in all grades 
(with some searching) at affordable prices.  Collectors of the later dates will have difficulty in locating 
all coins in a consistent circulated grade.  Because the mid-1880’s dates are expensive in uncirculated 
grades, one might consider collecting most or all of the later date coins as proofs.
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2. Three Cent Type Set
The Three cent denomination recounts much of the complex and dynamic story of coinage in the 
mid-Nineteenth Century.  It starts with the unique billon experiment aimed at keeping coins in circu-
lation by reducing their intrinsic value.  The Type II and III coins are the result of the 1853 coinage re-
form intended to stem the outflows of all silver coinage. The Three Cent Encased Postage is an example 
of privately issued currency made in response to the extreme lack of coinage during the Civil War.   The 
Three Cent Fractional notes demonstrate the drastic measures taken by the Republic to keep money 
in circulation during wartime.    The Three Cent Nickel represents the birth of the new nickel alloyed 
coinage that would dominate United States coinage a century later.  Here is a list of coins and notes that 
might comprise a three cent type set:
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1. Type I Three Cent Silver (1851-1853)
2. Type II Three Cent Silver (1854-1858)
3. Type III Three Cent Silver (1859-1873)
4. Ayers Three Cent Encased Postage Stamp (1862)
5. Three Cent Fractional Currency, Third Issue Fr. 1226 & 1227 (1864-1869)
6. Three Cent Nickel (1865-1889)
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